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Disemination activity
Dissemination of the project and the results within the
European Basic Skills Network 2022 hybrid conference -
Learning from the past – preparing for the future basic skills for
adults in 2030. 
The representative of the Romanian Institute for Adult
Education, Simona Herczeg, had the opportunity to participate
in the European Basic Skills Network 2022 hybrid conference -
Learning from the past – preparing for the future basic skills for
adults in 2030, on June 8-10. Within it, the IREA representative
explained the project and its results for all participants.
The feedback from the audience was a positive one, stressing on
the importance of developing educational instruments that can
be used as promoters of the values of social justice. 
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On the 8th and 9th of November, in partnership with the Agrupamento de Escolas de Águeda Sul,
hosted a transnational meeting of the SO JUST project, promoted by the partner organization
Ilmiofuturo.

Transnational project meeting

The main objective of this meeting was to discuss the implementation of the pilot test and readjust
the ground phase that is currently taking place. It was an extremely productive meeting that had
partners from Italy, Lithuania, Turkey, Sweden and Romania.
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News of the learning
activities - Piloting the IO2
- we start experiential
learning!

 The local seminars of the guided learning 
 have been implemented by all the partners
during this period. 

This pilot activity had 4 phases:
The phases of the piloting – initial assessment
Second phase - presentation of the concept of the IO2
Third phase - self learning
Fourth phase- guided learning
Conclusions

How can the social justice-focused adult educator design an advocacy
campaign? - Italy

Lithuania



Pilot learning curriculum
for guidance intervention
social justice-focused”-
Romania

The meeting of guided training on
#stereotypes and #prejudice and
how these affect our relationships
and the way we perceive reality,
fueling discrimination and an
attitude not oriented to social
justice - Italy

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/stereotypes?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZUl-WNEfwDz4UyiHot_g0pzDC9MQbAoO9cavGApFl_iiZxpm_KU2Alhy0wiNj5jAQJXJoFmqbwkauxY91heYQiG_SwZyUNhhwkTLyzktrJaiXa5FCVmO5DHP0ybAILYP-yMxeRxc-OKzqHZwdQn2tXeVivpNsp-4BqclFqQTo_J5sGM_X6RGeQyxfDgv0VpTmRzWnxHQymDQ-mRyGp6t1c4&__tn__=*NK-y-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/prejudice?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZUl-WNEfwDz4UyiHot_g0pzDC9MQbAoO9cavGApFl_iiZxpm_KU2Alhy0wiNj5jAQJXJoFmqbwkauxY91heYQiG_SwZyUNhhwkTLyzktrJaiXa5FCVmO5DHP0ybAILYP-yMxeRxc-OKzqHZwdQn2tXeVivpNsp-4BqclFqQTo_J5sGM_X6RGeQyxfDgv0VpTmRzWnxHQymDQ-mRyGp6t1c4&__tn__=*NK-y-R


Pilot learning curriculum
for guidance intervention
social justice-focused”-
Turkey 

Next steps
The consortium of partners is preparing to develop the 3rd important resource of this
project: the Handbook of guidance practices social justice-focused (IO3), which is
intended to be a practical reference that will allow other organizations in the adult
education system to benefit from the results and developed SO_JUST partnership resources
to apply social justice-focused guidance practices in concrete contexts.
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